THE COMPACT KITCHEN IN THIS
MELBOURNE TOWNHOUSE MIGHT BE SMALL,
BUT IT IS PERFECTLY FORMED
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STORAGE In a compact kitchen, every inch needs to be utilised. Cue the
tambour door at the wall end of the bench which opens to reveal more storage
– and rolls down again to hide everything! Next to it is a floor-to-ceiling pantry
cupboard, with more stash space in the walk-in area under the stairs.
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LITTLE GEM

CABINETRY Head-height wall cupboards can create a claustrophobic effect in
a small kitchen. Here, the rear wall has been kept free except for a glass and
steel rangehood, with stacks of drawers either side of the built-in oven and
hob. Recessed finger-pulls are a less obtrusive alternative to busy handles.

TIP Laying the rectangular bluestone wall tiles vertically to the ceiling gives height
to the splashback area and gives this compact kitchen a more expansive feel.

FINISHES Unusually, the bluestone tiles have gleaming, anodised aluminium

strips between them in place of grout. The same material forms the kickboard
on the front of the bench (top right), the Hafele handles on the drawers
(above) and the roll-up door on the appliance cupboard (opposite). The
concrete floors require little maintenance, and have a polyurethane topping
that delivers a reflective sheen, helping to enhance available natural light.

FLOORPLAN

Bluestone tiles,
Bluestone Tile
& Stone.
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“We love all the stone, concrete and timber – it’s such
a great mix of natural materials” ~ Carol, homeowner
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KITCHEN ESSENTIALS

C A RO L AND HE R partner, Russell, were living in an Edwardian
property and were looking for something more modern when they first
spied this compact, but well-designed townhouse in Melbourne’s inner
city. This light-filled home, devised by architect Jane McDougall of
Alsocan Architects, is full of original features and has been brought to life
with an earthy, textured palette of timber, stone and concrete. The square
meterage given over to the U-shaped kitchen is, by necessity, limited in
the bijou living zone, but despite that, Jane has managed to maximise the
footprint in terms of style and functionality, packing in hidden storage
and making a large peninsular bench the hero of the space.

BENCHTOPS Low-maintenance Caesarstone in Snow wraps around the bench,
providing a casual dining area and much-needed work surface without
blocking the flow to the adjoining family room. An under-mounted sink and
pull-out ‘Teknobili’ mixer from Reece complete the zone’s functionality, with
bar stools from The Industrial Revolution adding a contemporary accent.

Cabinetry in
spotted-gum
veneer, Laminex.

3.3m

ARCHITECT: Jane McDougall, Alsocan
Architects, (03) 9421 3433, alsocan.com.au.
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Benchtop in
Caesarstone Snow.
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